
Name Date

Holes: Chapters 31 - 40
Complete.

Review
1. What did Stanley say was at the top of Big Thumb?

2. What did Stanley think that sploosh tasted like?

3. What was the name of the boat that Stanley found in the middle of the lake?

4. What kept bothering Zero?

5. Who was hiding under the boat?

6. Who was Hattie Parker's husband?

7. What did Zero say were in the jars that he found?

8. Why did Mrs. Gladys Tennyson run down the street after Sam?

9. What was the task that Zero and Stanley had to help each other with?

10. What did Stanley do that he knew was the stupidest thing he had ever done in his life?

11. What did Zero confess to Stanley?

12. What does the Warden tell Mr. Pendanski and Mr. Sir to do with Zero's files?
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13. What did Stanley do after he drove the truck into a hole?

14. Where were Stanley and Zero headed?

15. After running away from the hole of yellow-spotted lizards, what did Stanley find?

16. Who was the new kid assigned to Group D?

17. What did Stanley go back down the mountain to get?

18. What did Stanley uncover in the gully that he gave Zero to eat?

19. What was the pool of water that Stanley thought he saw?

20. How did Mrs. Tennyson say that her family got sick?



Name Date

Holes: Chapters 31 - 40
A person's character consists of the qualities that define them. In your own words, how would you
describe Stanley's character? Give some examples from the novel.



Answer Key
1. an Italian restaurant
2. peaches
3. Mary Lou
4. his stomach
5. Zero
6. Jim Parker, the butcher
7. sploosh
8. to thank him for the onion tonic that saved her daughter's life
9. climbing up the cliffs and ledges
10. stole Mr. Sir's truck and drove it into a hole
11. He was the one who took Clyde Livingston's sneakers.
12. destroy them and erase them from the state files
13. he ran away
14. in the direction of Big Thumb
15. a burlap bag with one sunflower seed in it
16. Brian or Twitch
17. the shovel
18. an onion
19. a mirage
20. from eating bad meat


